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1 Introduction
ITER and Wendelstein 7-X are designed to demonstrate steady state operation
of fusion experiments. LHD and TORE SUPRA have already shown their long pulse
capabilities.
These experiments require strategies to sustain a discharge in case of
unexpected events with negative consequences for further operation. These events
are elsewhere referred to as exceptions [1] or off-normal [2]. Examples for these
events are heat overloads of plasma facing components, the failure of a plasma
heating source, or plasma related events (disruptions, magneto-hydrodynamic
instabilities). Such events are the result of a missing or degrading resource. A
recovery strategy is needed to maintain the discharge in spite of degrading resources
in order to maintain the steady state discharge. The spectrum of suitable reactions is
wide spread. The number of recovery strategies will grow with the experience gained
at the installation. The development of suitable reactions is a topic of actual plasma
physics research, e.g. in [3], [4]. For the handling of these events the W7-X Segment
Control framework provides means for automated event detection along with options
to formulate and initiate a recovery strategy. The details are given in section 2.
Besides handling of failures and degradation there are events that represent an
expected plasma physical effect. An example for this kind of event is a transition from
Low to High-Confinement mode. These events indicate that a certain plasma state is
reached and scientific examination can be altered thus enabling multiple experiments
per discharge driven by plasma physics. Within the W7-X Segment Control
framework discharges are divided into time slices called segments [5]. Events can be
used as a termination condition of a segment. The next segment after the event
starts a new experiment scenario. This use case will be discussed in more details in
section 3.

2 Resource checking and failure handling
This section deals with the handling of off-normal events.
2.1

Segment based online resource check
The details of the Segment control framework are explained in reference [5]. A
discharge is divided into time slices (segments). The behaviour of the CoDaC system
is defined by one complex distributed software object called „segment description‟. A
fusion device consists of many components. The control software is modular to
reflect the modularity of the device. The piece of hardware controlled by a software
module is regarded as a “resource” necessary to carry out experiments.
All modular components check their own resources regularly at run time. It bases
this on a comparison between the segment description and the actual capabilities of
the component, e.g. set point values are checked against the actual operation range.
Similar checks are performed for actual values to stay within proven operational
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limits. Pattern recognition processes detect exceptional, potentially hazardous
plasma or machine states. Data from distributed components are exchanged by
means of a dedicated network [6]. The W7-X segment control framework comprises
an extendable toolbox of pattern recognition modules and algorithms.
Not all installed subsystems, e.g. not all diagnostic systems, need to be active
during a discharge; a failure of these „optional‟ subsystems can safely be ignored.
Some other subsystems may be „unwanted‟ since they interfere with the main
program. Subsystems which must be active and capable of performing the required
actions in the active segment program are called „mandatory‟.
Within the Segment Control framework some dedicated modules combine the
state information of all components according to the requisition profile of „optional‟,
„mandatory‟, „unwanted‟ and mark the segment as feasible or not.
2.2

Handling the resource check information

The Segment framework comprises a segment scheduler [7], called Segment
Sequence Controller. Components can either operate stand alone using their own
segment sequence controller or operate subordinated. In subordinated control mode
all subordinated components are steered by the central segment controller.
An experiment program consists of a sequence of segments. Unfeasible segments
are marked as such and the component causing the unfeasibility is stated. On
demand a more detailed analysis of the obstacles can be generated. Using this
information the session leader is able to bring the installation into a state with a
feasible program.
Although the experiment program has been feasible on start, some segments may
become unfeasible due to a degradation of resources. All mandatory resources are
continuously monitored by the resource checking framework. The scheduler aborts
unfeasible segments immediately (latency ≤ 1 ms). Unfeasible segments are skipped.
The experiment program is continued with the next feasible segment that is marked
as a possible reentry point if there is any. This feature allows planning of error
recovery strategies as a sequence of suitably defined segments. Fig. 1 shows an
example discharge carried out at the prototype installation at the WEGA stellarator
[7]. A pattern recognition process detects when the plasma is heated but does not
ignite after a certain time. The plasma operation segments get unfeasible. The
experiment program is continued with the last scenario defining a soft shut down.
More elaborate examples have been presented in [7].
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Figure 1: Logbook representation of a failed discharge

Other event handling approaches are followed with controlled fusion devices. The
colleagues from TORE SUPRA realized an expert system to handle off-normal
events [9]. The expert system overrules the values planned in the discharge program
in case of off-normal events. In this aspect this approach differs completely from ours
for W7-X. Within the W7-X event handling framework the error strategies are part of
the experiment program and under control of the physics experts. The Plasma
Control System developed at DIII-D follows an approach similar to the W7-X one. In
contrast to our approach DIII-D uses a finite state machine architecture [2] with a
fixed number of error handling states whereas the W7-X approach allows to define
the error handling in a more flexible way within the discharge program.

3 Program scheduling driven by physics
Pattern recognition modules can be configured to generate events when the pattern
is recognized. The W7-X segment control software includes a set of signal
processing modules. The toolbox will extended when new algorithms are required.
Advanced pattern recognition processes developed at other installation e.g. at the
Joint European Torus JET [10], can either be ported to the used programming
languages Java and C++ or installed as a Web Service [11].
The generated event can be used as a termination condition of a segment. Figure 2
illustrates the usage of this feature for event driven physics at WEGA. The first
segment is planned to produce a plasma transition as described in [12]. The
transition is characterized by a steep decrease of the sniffer probe signal in
coincidence with a density increase above a threshold value. A pattern recognition
process using modules from the signal processing toolbox has been set up. In this
example a combination of signal conditioning, step detection, and threshold
detection modules is used to detect the transition at run time. An extra heating
system is needed to induce the transition. After the transition the additional heating
has to be switched off as soon as possible by a switch to the next segment. In the
example it takes 30 ms from event detection to the reaction. The update period of the
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Heating controller is 10 ms. Roughly, one cycle is needed for the event recognition,
one for the propagation, and one for the synchronized reaction. This event handling
feature is now routinely used at WEGA.

Figure 2: Example of control driven by plasma physics

4 Conclusion
Event handling capabilities are an important factor to achieve the maximum physics
output of long discharges. The Segment control system developed for W7-X provides
two event handling strategies. One is intended to handle events indicating a negative
or even hazardous impact on the running discharge by continuing the program at the
next feasible entry point. The other one handles detected events indicating an
experimental success optimizing the scientific exploitation of a fusion device by
stopping the actual segment after an event and starting a new physics scenario with
the next segment.
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